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 SAKYA PAŅDITA'S ANTI-REALISM AS A RETURN TO THE
 MAINSTREAM

 Jonathan C. Gold

 Princeton University

 jcgold@princeton.edu

 I

 Across his works, the great Sakya Paņdita (1 1 82-1 251 ) (hereafter Sa-paņ) complained
 of countless ways in which Tibetans of his time misconstrued the true intention of
 the Buddha and misrepresented the sûtras, tantras, and sastras} In epistemology and
 philosophy of language (pramāņa, tshad ma), Sa-paņ's complaints focused on one
 area: he believed that his contemporaries had failed to maintain the strict, traditional
 Buddhist distinction between real, causal entities and unreal, merely conceptual ap-
 pearances. Above all, Sa-paņ complained about Tibetans' abandoning of Buddhist
 anti-realism or nominalism in favor of a careless reification of conceptual-linguistic
 universais and non-existents.2 The bifurcation of the universe into real entities known

 through perception on the one side and unreal conceptual constructions known
 through inference on the other is often attributed to Dignāga, but the conceptual
 basis of this distinction was already forcefully articulated and defended in Vasu-
 bandhu's Abhidharmakosabhasya. In fact, Vasubandhu's clear distinction between
 causally based perception and conceptually based inference laid the path for Bud-
 dhist epistemology that would be followed by Dignāga and DharmakTrti.3 At various
 points, Sa-paņ signals that he takes his Tibetan opponents to have forgotten their Va-
 subandhu and to have been insufficiently respectful of the Sautrāntika foundation
 upon which Buddhist epistemology was built.

 Here, I will not attempt to discuss all of the ways in which Sa-paņ lodges these
 complaints, but I will instead focus on issues most central to Sa-paņ's philosophy of
 language. I will first discuss Sa-paņ's treatment of "appearance" (snang ba) from the
 fourth chapter of his Treasury of Reasoning (Tshad ma rigs pài gter), in which Sa-paņ
 criticized his contemporaries for granting "perceptual" status to entities that rely on
 the constructive work of the intellect.4 Second, I will explain Sa-paņ's critique of
 Tibetans' reification of the linguistic "signified" (brjod bya), and his own view of a
 karmically grounded causal theory of linguistic signification. In both passages we see
 Sa-paņ appealing to conventions as the ground of meaning, and in both passages
 Sa-paņ criticizes Tibetans for having employed the wrong conventions for linguistic
 analysis - in particular for having adopted the views of Vasubandhu's opponents.

 In order to understand Sa-paņ's positions on perception and language, we must
 remember not to confuse the philosophical role of "appearance" with how appear-
 ance seems. That is, we should not make the commonsense mistake of imagining that
 we know, and can speak about, what appears to perception. On the contrary, Sa-paņ
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 follows Dharmakīrti in declaring that anything we may speak about - any conceptu-
 ally determined entity - must actually be constructed via the process of "exclusion"
 (apoha, sel ba). It may seem strange to think that we should lack access to our own
 perceptions but have the wherewithal to understand obscure concepts such as exclu-
 sion. But of course it is not the difficulty, but the nature, of experience that sequesters

 it from language and conceptualization. Even a Buddha cannot put experience into
 words. This is what makes a Buddha's awareness, in which all things are directly
 perceived, strictly inconceivable.5

 It might even seem futile to engage in the trying analysis of reasoning when the
 discussion is said to refer only to conceptual constructions that will never apply to
 real entities. But on the contrary, Sa-paņ makes the argument, again following
 Dharmakīrti, that were we not to falsely impose conceptual constructions on indi-
 vidual entities, it would never be possible to infer or speak about anything. Words
 would reflect entities, and since all entities are inherently distinct, we could never
 generalize or categorize across them. No two things could have the same name, and
 no two entities could be referred to with the same word. Furthermore, were language
 and concepts inextricably tied to things, any two words that did refer to the same
 thing would be synonyms. Reasoning would indeed be futile. "Impermanence" could
 never be deduced from "product"; they would simply mean the same thing. In truth,
 the fact that concepts do not apply to reality is the basis of their utility, limited as that
 utility is to the world of mere conventions.

 Sa-paņ believes that his contemporaries have failed to accept this bitter, if poten-
 tially liberating, truth. He proposes that they are wedded to a commonsense view of
 perception and language, which is contrary to the sastras.

 Sa-paņ's main adversary in the Treasury was Chaba Chöky i Senge (phywa pa
 chos kyi seng ge) and his followers, termed the "Chaba Tradition" (phya lugs) by com-
 mentators and historians of the dispute, such as Gorampa (go rams pa) and Sãkya
 Chogden (sãkya mchog Idan).6 Chaba's distinctive views were chronicled by Śakya
 Chogden as resembling common sense - and Vaibhāsika positions - and Sa-paņ ac-
 cuses them of resembling the SammitTyas. These are different philosophical positions,
 but we need not get lost in the particulars, interesting though they are, to recognize
 the general point that they are all targets of Vasubandhu's arguments against the false
 reification of conceptual constructions. According to Sa-paņ, Chaba's famous char-
 acterization of apprehendable objects (gzhung yul) in three categories includes two
 such false reifications.7 Chaba's first apprehendable object, rang mtshan, the particu-
 lar, is the object of perception, and is accepted by Sa-paņ as well. But Sa-paņ opens
 the Treasury with an extended disproof of the second object, don spyiř a concept or
 universal, which for Chaba was the object of inference.8 I will return to it below in
 the discussion of linguistic objects. The third entity, med gsa!f an "apparent non-
 existent," is what Chaba said was the object of defective sensory organs. This is Sa-
 paņ's primary target in his discussion of "appearance," to which we now turn.

 In contrast to Chaba's formulation, Sa-paņ's discussion begins with a defini-
 tion of "appearance" as perception by a non-conceptual awareness , and he then
 distinguishes between "erroneous" and "non-erroneous" appearances. An erroneous
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 appearance, he says, is the perception of a non-existent particular, whereas a non-
 erroneous appearance is defined as perception of an existent particular.9 Instead of
 Chaba's two distinct kinds of objects of appearance - a particular and an apparent
 non-existent - Sa-paņ declares one entity in two modes: existent or non-existent. Of
 course, all will agree that the important difference between an erroneous perception
 and one that is non-erroneous is whether what it apprehends really exists. But for
 Sa-paņ, perceptions do not have erroneous objects; if they are erroneous, they have
 no object The same, then, is true of all conceptual constructions: they are not con-
 ceptually shaped mental "objects" appearing to inferential cognitions; they simply
 do not exist. In both cases, the philosopher's mistake is in positing some kind of
 quasi-existence for things that appear. But when we remember the Sautrāntika notion
 that causality is the touchstone of the real, it is easy to dismiss the possibility that
 what is only an appearance may be a real thing.10 What causes erroneous appear-
 ances is the defective perceptual apparatus itself, not some erroneous object.

 What fills out Sa-paņ's section on appearance, then, is a series of refinements
 and explanations of the repercussions of this strict delineation. What we must re-
 member is that the particular, which is here called the only legitimate sensory object,
 is momentary and undifferentiated. To whatever degree we are imagining that we see
 mid-sized, variegated objects that persist through time, we are imposing conceptual
 constructions across distinct perceptions. But, as Sa-paņ writes, a genuine appear-
 ance cannot deviate from the unity of the particular because an appearance comes
 about with the characteristic shape of a particular by virtue of just how that thing /s.11

 It is the causal connection between the object and the appearance that accounts for
 the perception. Given that non-erroneous perceptions are directly caused by, and
 directly resemble, existent particulars, Sa-paņ argues, things cannot be partially per-
 ceived, and they cannot be perceived as one thing when they are multiple, or per-
 ceived as multiple when they are singular.12 These claims bite the bullet; they are
 counterintuitive by design. Sa-paņ insists that what we perceive is entirely different
 from what we think we perceive.

 As precedent for this view, we may look, as Sa-paņ does, to Dignāga and
 DharmakTrti. But I prefer to go back even further, to the foundations of Buddhist epis-

 temology in Vasubandhu. To select among many examples, a decisive basis for the
 connection between appearance and causality may be found in the ninth chapter of
 Vasubandhu's Commentary on the Treasury of the Abhidharma, in his discussion of
 memory. There, Vasubandhu answers a non-Buddhist critic of the doctrine of no-self
 who claims that memory proves the reality of the self. The critic says that if, as the
 Buddhists claim, all things are momentary and there is no substantial continuity from
 one moment to the next, then it is one entity that acts and another that remembers.
 But that, the opponent says, is just as absurd as saying that experiences in separate
 bodies come together. You don't remember something if I've done it. But if there is
 no identity, no self that sustains memory, why don't you?

 In answer to this, Vasubandhu provides the well-known Sautrāntika argument
 that what looks like continuity is in fact merely an ongoing causal series of separate
 mental events, which only appear to be one thing, like a line of ants, or like fire mov-
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 ing across a field. A memory, he says, is a "distinct mental event" (cittavisesa) that has

 two qualities: it resembles a previous sensory experience and it is caused by that
 experience.13 The causal connection accounts for the resemblance as well as the ap-
 pearance of continuity, and together these account for the proper functioning of
 memory. The causal connection also allows Vasubandhu to reject the absurd con-
 sequence of my remembering your experience. What this means is that if we try to
 rely on the appearance of a memory itself - by examining our own experience, for
 instance - we can be misled. What seems like unity across distinct events is only ap-
 parent, only a conceptual construct, a mere convention (prajñapti). This is only one
 of many examples that may be drawn from Vasubandhu's defense of Sautrāntika po-
 sitions that distinguish between what we perceive and what we think we perceive,
 and account for individual experiences by accounting for their specific causes, rather
 than their present objects.

 Thus, in Sa-pan's view of "appearance," he is drawing upon a deep well of coun-
 terintuitive, though traditional, views when he argues in favor of a necessary concor-

 dance between an awareness and its object. He writes:

 Where a substantial thing is indivisibly one, there are no two parts to appear and not ap-
 pear. For example, seeing the Vaidürya jewel and seeing blue are indivisibly one sub-
 stance, as are a poťs being a product and its impermanence.14

 The point here is this: if we call something a perception, and it is a perception of a
 singular, bare particular that is conceptually indivisible, then there is no way that a
 valid perception of it could fail to perceive some part of it. It has no parts! To perceive

 it is to perceive it whole. The example of seeing the blue stone and seeing the blue
 makes the point well: The visual sensation of the stone just is the visual sensation of
 blue. Whether or not you think of the stone as "blue" or "Vaidürya," what you are
 seeing is both.

 The example of the pot extends the argument into more difficult territory. The
 poťs being a product and its impermanence are both intrinsic to what it is, so in real-
 ity they are inseparable. It is fundamental to Buddhist logic that all things that are
 products are also impermanent. But it is certainly possible to seethe pot, and to think
 about it, without being aware that it is impermanent. It is even possible to see the pot
 without knowing it is a product. It is with this kind of consideration in mind that
 Sa-paņ's internal objector proposes a counter-argument. If you are talking about ulti-
 mate truth, it is argued, then there are no such things as products. But if you are
 talking about conventional truth, then there are plenty of ordinary things that appear
 to perception in part - the moon, for instance, when it waxes and wanes.15

 In response to this, Sa-paņ states unequivocally that we are dealing with con-
 ventional truth. But conventions, he says, are not all the same. Sa-paņ reminds his
 opponents of the difference between appearances understood according to worldly
 conventions (lokaprasiddha, ' jig rten la grags pa) and šāstric conventions, the con-
 ventions of Buddhist analysis (sāstraprasiddha, bstan bcos la grags pa). Of course,
 according to ordinary, worldly conventions, things are extended in time and space,
 and may be perceived as such. But the discussion here applies to the conventions of
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 sastra , in which the objects of perception are the sensory spheres, the âyatanas (skyed
 mched), which are momentary, bare particulars.16 For Sa-paņ, one of the main prob-
 lems with previous Tibetan philosophers is that they have interpreted the sastras ac-
 cording to the conventions of ordinary, worldly existence.

 As I have argued elsewhere, Sa-paņ believed that communities of scholars play
 an important role in the preservation of meaning by keeping track of valid inter-
 pretations and passing them on through history.17 Central to Sa-paņ's articulation of
 the conventions preserved by these communities of meaning is this term grags pa ,
 which literally refers to something "well known" or "renowned," or simply "conven-
 tional." Sa-paņ uses the term not just to refer to particular kinds of conventions, but
 to articulate a philosophy of conventionality, which he summarizes in the aphorism,
 "To be well known somewhere is to be well known."18 The point of the expression
 is to relativize conventions to the sphere in which they apply. The proper termi-
 nological application of a given word is delimited by the interpretive context, which
 is established by conventions of genre and the likely expectations of its readership.
 Sa-paņ understands his own historical role to be a clarifier of forgotten scholarly
 conventions - a mission most evident in his Distinguishing the Three Vows (Sdom
 gsum rab dbye). There, and elsewhere, it is clear that Sa-paņ's point is not merely that
 conventions must be understood as limited to their particular sphere, but also that
 the legitimacy of conventions - the legitimacy of the interpretation of the dharma -
 rests in the accurate and proper preservation of their spheres of application. To
 mix up contexts, then, distorts both meaning and the legitimacy of the terms and
 texts under consideration. In the next section, we will see that the need to distin-

 guish among categories of conventions takes center stage in Sa-paņ's philosophy of
 language.

 II

 Just as his treatment of "appearance" rejects the reification of conceptual objects,
 Sa-paņ's chapter on philosophy of language - specifically, "signifier" (rjod byed) and
 "signified" (brjod bya) - rejects the reification of what is referred to by words. He
 criticizes two false views of the signified: the signified as a thing in itself or an indi-

 vidual (rang mtshan), and the signified as a generality or a concept (spyi). Only when
 he has cleared the ground of false reifications does he explain his own position.

 Sa-paņ attributes the first kind of mistaken reification to the "linguists": we know
 that the external object is what is referred to by words, they say, because if someone
 asks you to bring a pot, you bring one, but if the pot itself were not the linguistic
 object, how could it be that language causes us to bring it?

 Sa-paņ's responses make this view seem rather absurd, but it is not as simplistic
 as it may appear. It is only at the very end of the discussion that Sa-paņ will state
 plainly how, indeed, it can be that words that do not refer to particulars nonetheless
 allow us to reach a particular.

 One of Sa-paņ's major arguments is that real objects have limitless qualities,
 which cannot all be signified by simple expression terms. For instance, suppose
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 we're at the market and you've never heard of a pot before, and I tell you, "There's a
 pot," pointing to a particular pot. It cannot be that when I use the term "pot," the
 word refers to a particular. First of all, if that were the case, in order to understand me

 and store the meaning of the term, you would be associating an endless list of quali-
 ties, the qualities of that pot , with the term "pot." But particulars can be very par-
 ticular. That pot has a particular shape and color, a particular spatial and temporal
 location, a particular rotational angle to the sun, and so on. Could you really associ-
 ate all of these particulars with a linguistic signifier? Thaťs one problem. But more
 importantly, even if all of these qualities were what the word signified, then imagine

 we're back at home the next day, and I ask you to bring a pot. You will never be able
 to find one. If the signifier "pot" were now associated with that undigested collection
 of countless specific qualities, it would be useless for helping you to bring me the
 smaller, differently colored pot that I happen to have in my kitchen. Even if you go
 back to the market and manage to find what we ordinarily think of as the "same" pot,
 the temporal location will have changed, as well as the shading, and possibly the
 price. It will not match your object for the word "pot."19

 The crux of the point here, as Sa-paņ indicates in quotations from DharmakTrti,
 is that entities are differentiated in ways that language does not convey. Entities differ
 and change while the words stay the same. Consequently, there can be no natural
 relation or concomitance between things and words.20

 Having dispensed with the view that what is signified is a particular, Sa-paņ ad-
 dresses two views according to which the signified is a generality - first an "object
 generality," a "universal" or a "concept" (don spyi) and second a "linguistic general-
 ity" (sgra don spyi).

 The first view is (correctly) attributed to the Vaisesikas, and it is the view that
 what are signified are class categories or universais, called spyi. Sa-paņ points out
 that he has already disproved the existence of such entities. But even if they existed
 he says, they would be useless for indicating a particular thing. A universal is in-
 capable of performing a function, and has no causal relation to anything that does
 perform a function, such as a pot. So how could you know I was talking about a pot
 by saying the word "pot"? As Sa-paņ writes, "therefore, there is no point in applying
 a sign to a mere generality."21

 This criticism elicits the opponent's claim that the generality is associated with
 particular pots, but Sa-paņ argues that even if there were a generality present that
 were somehow associated with the individual, the sign itself must either point out the

 individual or not. If the sign does indicate the individual, then you don't need the
 generality; if, on the other hand, the sign only indicates the generality, you cannot get
 from the sign to the particular. Therefore, he says, "having cast aside the generality,
 which is as pointless as asking a log to point out the middle path, apply the sign di-
 rectly to the individual."22

 The next, and last, refutation takes on the notion that the signified is a generality
 called a "linguistic meaning generality." This view is attributed to "Tibetans and
 Šrāvakas."23 The view is presented as having been formulated in order to avoid a non-
 Buddhist view of generalities - specifically, that they are inherently existent entities
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 that reside in external objects - a view that comes along with the obviously mistaken
 (for Buddhists) view that awarenesses and ordinary objects have inherent existence.
 Instead of falling into this error, Sa-paņ says, Tibetans (meaning Chaba) declare that
 there is a substantially existent conceptual construct, called a "linguistic concept,"
 which is what words signify.

 As for the Srāvakas, they explained language by positing the existence of entities
 called "name" (nāma), and so on, which fall into the category of non-mental condi-
 tioning factors (cittaviprayuktasamskara). This whole category of entities came under
 fire in Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakosabhãsya. One standard pattern of argument for
 Vasubandhu was to take Ockham's Razor to non-mental conditioning factors by ar-
 guing that the causal results attributed to them could be explained by other means.24
 In this case, Vasubandhu's Sautrāntika position was that particular vocal sounds
 caused meanings to arise by virtue of their immemorial, conventional associations
 with those meanings. As we have already mentioned and will see again below,
 Sa-paņ adopts and expands this Sautrāntika notion of naming as immemorial con-
 vention.25

 To return to the passage under discussion, Sa-paņ presents a single critique di-
 rected at the idea of "name" (nāma) together with the notion of a linguistic concept
 (sgra don spyi). He writes, "Since these are identical, I will refute them with a single
 point."26 Clearly, he thought Tibetans of his day were falling into the very same views
 that were refuted by Vasubandhu. What he says is that by positing a new kind of
 specially linguistic element that is the signified, and is distinct from both mind and
 meaning, you eliminate the referential capacity of the term. As he writes, if the signi-
 fied is not connected to the object, my words will never engage the object - just as
 if I should say "pot" you'll never cognize an ox.27

 Sa-paņ allows the interlocutor a final counter-argument, and this is of particular
 interest because it provides a subtle contrast to what will be Sa-pan's own view. The
 counter-argument is that while there is no direct relation between the nāma and
 the particular pot, they share a similarity that is the basis for the speaker and hearer

 mistaking the one for the other. They share the qualities, or aspects, of a pot - for
 instance, its roundness. This similarity causes you to mistake the signified "pot" for
 the particular pot. Your words may only refer to a conceptual signified, but you mis-
 takenly engage the particular. This is analogized to when one mistakes one twin for
 another, due to their similarity.

 Sa-paņ's response to this proposal is to point out that it makes an absurdity out
 of the claim that it is a mistake if you affirm a real "similarity" as its basis. When two

 things really are similar - as with real twins - it can't be the similarity alone that
 causes you to make a mistake. Sometimes you are not fooled, and you have a way of
 distinguishing between the twins. He gives the example of saying, "Give this to the
 Devadatta standing in front." Sometimes, presumably half of the time, focusing on
 the similarity causes you to find the right one. If the cause of mistaking concepts for
 individuals were their similarity, Sa-paņ writes, we would expect that sometimes we
 make such mistakes, but not always. Yet in reality, we are never aware that the mean-

 ing of our words is a conceptual construct and not the real thing.28
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 By refuting, from his perspective, every version of the view that reifies linguistic

 objects, Sa-paņ clears the way to presenting his own view of the relation between
 signifier and signified. His concise summary highlights the relative, interconnected
 nature of the signifier and the signified:

 From the sign the understanding is understood.

 The definition of the signified is what is understood via the sign, and the signifier is the
 sign that brings about understanding of the meaning.29

 These definitions may seem circular and uninformative, but that, in a sense, is the
 point. Sa-paņ is telling us that when we say that something is signified we are declar-
 ing that entity to be in a particular kind of causal relationship: it is a thing that is
 brought to someone's attention through the employment of a sign. There is no new
 entity created, or known, as a "signified/' What is signified is just whatever is under-

 stood by a linguistic sign. And the "signifier," in turn, is not some special power of a
 linguistic entity, over and above the words; it is simply the linguistic entity itself, to
 the extent that it serves to convey some meaning.

 Notice, then, how Sa-paņ's definition may be contrasted with any definition that
 would reify the signified as a self-standing, independent entity. Sign, signification,
 and signifier are defined as elements in a process, and they each take their names
 from their respective roles in this joint action. To say that something is signified is it-
 self a convention. From the perspective of ultimate reality - and here we could say
 this applies even to ultimate reality from a Sautrāntika perspective, which would
 allow for real, individual entities - there is no real signified. That is, no entity that is

 capable of performing a causal function is brought to mind through language.
 Sa-paņ points to four distinct entities involved in signification. Two substantial

 entities really exist, namely the momentary sound of a word and the momentary
 object that you meet. In addition to these, there are two conceptually constructed
 generalities - one associated with the word, and one associated with the meaning -
 each of which is ordinarily mistaken for its respective particular. One may analyze
 the situation to come up with these four entities, but none of them is a real, substan-

 tial signified.30

 If we focus on the signified, Sa-paņ's position seems initially to be quite close to
 the position of the "Tibetans" he criticizes as being like Srāvakas: the meaning of a
 word is a generality or a concept, he says, which is mistaken for a bare particular.
 Sa-paņ writes that when we analyze words, we need to make this distinction be-
 tween the individuals and the generalities; but when we use language, we succeed
 in reaching our object because we mistake the generalities for individuals.31

 Remarkably, then, just after his sardonic critique of his contemporaries' twins
 analogy, Sa-paņ goes right ahead and adopts their view that individuals and gener-
 alities are related through the action of a mistake. It turns out that he doesn't really
 disagree with this idea, except to the extent that they had reified the notion of a
 similarity that forms the basis of the mistaken identification. For Sa-paņ, it is per-
 fectly accurate to say that we mistakenly superimpose concepts upon individual
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 entities, but what makes the superimposition a mistake is that there is no real similar-

 ity to justify it. Of course, the notion of a substantial similarity is essential to his op-

 ponents' view, and by dispensing with it Sa-paņ is able to dispense with the idea of
 a substantial signified as well.

 What remains, then, as Sa-paņ is well aware, is to explain how it can be that
 language works in the absence of similarity or any other real relation between the
 individual and the conceptually constructed, imaginary referent of a word. Sa-paņ
 must ask himself the same question the initial objector posed: if language does not
 refer to real entities, why does it work? For Sa-paņ, concepts and generalities are
 devoid of causal impetus and are therefore unreal. He says that the meaning
 generality - the concept brought about by the sign - is groundless, as unreal as a
 dream or the hairs appearing before someone with damaged vision. But if that is the
 case, he admits, we need to know "the reason one understands the particular by ap-
 plying [the sign] to an error/'32 Why is it that, when I tell you to bring the pot, you
 bring it?

 The answer, as we should have guessed, is karma. I can imagine many philoso-
 phers would roll their eyes at this, but I would submit that it is a serious and compel-
 ling response to the question:

 By habituated erroneous propensities,
 On the occasion of the sign one confuses and applies.
 On the occasion of the convention, it is understood in this way as well.
 For that reason, although one makes an error, one attains the truth.

 Having beginningless, habituated propensities and having generated the power for an
 error to appear, on the occasion of the sign, without distinguishing the generalities and
 particulars, one imputes the sign "This is a pot." Later, if one says "Pour the water in the
 pot," without asking "Pour the water in the individual pot, or pour it into the meaning
 generality pot?" one understands the object of engagement to be the very thing itself.33

 It is our previous karmie tendencies that have generated for us "the power for an error
 to appear/' meaning that the reason we look at an object and think of it not as the
 bare particular it is but under the conceptual construction "pot" is that that is the kind

 of being our karma has conditioned us to be.34 Since we are just the kind of being to
 think of a particular round object as a "pot," when someone says to "bring the pot,"
 we are not aware of the fact that there is no such thing as a "pot" - we simply bring
 what we think of as a pot. We use signs in just the same way as we understand them,
 and so we are able to communicate, through established conventions that take ad-
 vantage of our shared errors.35

 In this way, Sa-paņ's philosophy of language makes the establishment of con-
 ventions, based on the karmie conditioning of living beings, the source of linguistic
 meaning. This is a new variety of a causal theory of meaning: the reason there is
 meaning is that we are causally conditioned to construct concepts in certain conven-
 tional ways.36 We conclude, then, with two lessons. First, linguistic meaning is not
 real, but only an apparent thing, and yet the same reason it is unreal - that it is
 merely constructed in accordance with our karmie conditioning - makes sense of it
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 being meaningful for us. Second, not all conventions will be equally beneficial. We
 will only find relevant those meanings that are calibrated to our karmie conditioning,

 but even within that range there may be multiple ways in which meaning is formu-
 lated. For Sa-paņ, we have a tendency to prefer the conventions of commonsense
 realism, but the best reasoning is based in the conventions of the great sāstric writers:

 Dignāga, Dharmakīrti, and of course Vasubandhu.

 Notes

 I am grateful to Khenpo Pema Wangdak for extremely fruitful conversations about the
 passages from the Treasury discussed here. All errors are my own.

 Abbreviations

 RT tshad ma rigs pa* i gtergyi rang 'grel 1 992 (see References below).
 RT IV Hugon 2008 (see References below).

 1 - See Jackson 1987 on Sa-paņ's life and works, and Gold 2007a for a study of
 Sa-paņ's approach to scholarship.

 2 - Hugon 2008, p. 127 and Stoltz 2006 make similar points.

 3 - At Pradhan 1975, 461.2-20, Vasubandhu bifurcates all real entities - the sen-
 sory spheres (ãyatana) - into perceptual and inferential objects according to
 this pattern.

 4 - For citations of chapter 4 of the Treasury of Reasoning ; I have used Hugon's
 edition, cited here as RT IV. Other citations are from RT.

 5 - On this paragraph and the next, see RT IV, pp. 41 8-423.

 6 - See Hugon 2008 for an intricate study of the relation between Sa-paņ and his
 predecessors in Tibetan epistemology.

 7 -See van der Kuijp 1983 and Hugon 2008, pp. 153-159, for discussion of
 Chaba's three categories.

 8 - Stoltz 2006 analyzes this argument with Chaba. Here is not the place to delve
 into it in detail, but I feel compelled to note one point: Stoltz has written that
 Sa-paņ's interlocutors already agree, as all Buddhists do, with the idea that all
 cognitions are unsound - and yet other Tibetans believe that the objects of such
 erroneous cognitions nonetheless in some sense exist. For this reason, Stolz
 thinks that it is a red-herring argument put forward by Sa-paņ when he gives the
 example of someone seeing a coiled-up rope and thinking "snake" to prove
 the non-existence of phenomenal entities in cognition. As Stoltz writes, "Sa-paņ
 does not give any arguments for why the phenomenal entities in conceptual
 thought do not exist robustly, except insofar as he affirms his point that these
 purported entities are derived from unsound cognitions" (Stoltz 2006, p. 574).
 Of course, the snake is not there when a rope is mistaken for a snake, Stoltz
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 says. A more appropriate discussion would investigate the instance of seeing
 "a flesh-and-blood snake" that "does exist" and thinking "snake." That is a case
 where there would be genuine disagreement about whether there is an existent
 object corresponding to the cognition.

 But this seems to me to miss the point of Sa-paņ's example. For Sa-paņ, to
 say that all cognitions are erroneous just is to say that all cognitions are like see-
 ing a rope and saying "snake." The reason the example is appropriate is that,
 once everyone agrees that all cognitions are false conceptual constructions (as
 all Tibetan philosophers do), then there is never really any situation in which it
 can be said that we say "snake" with reference to a flesh-and-blood snake that
 "does exist." That does not mean that there is nothing out there that is causally
 implicated in the formation of the false concept, but that is also the case when
 a rope is mistaken for a snake. What it does mean is that even when there is a
 danger of our getting bitten, all Buddhists should agree that there is really no
 snake out there that corresponds to the erroneously conceived "snake." The
 rope/snake example is used to show the implications of this point. Granted, it is
 not that there is really a rope there when you see a snake; rather, what is really
 there is a set of discrete, momentary dharmas, many of them perceptible when
 aggregated. These individual, discrete perceptibles correspond to the rope in
 the example. Since even when there is a snake there is no real snake, Sa-paņ's
 refutation of the reality of concepts based on the idea of conceptual construc-
 tions is, to my mind, well supported by the analogy of the snake and the rope.

 9 - RT IV, p. 394-396: dang po la gnyis las ' snang ba spyi'i mtshan nyid ni ' rtog
 med kyi shes pa mthong ba'o ' ' gnyis pa so so'i don gtan la dbab pa la gnyis te
 I snang ba 'khrul pa dang ma 'khrul pa'o ' ' dang po la gnyis las ' mtshan nyid ni
 I rang mtshan med pa mthong ba'o 1 1 . . . gnyis pa snang ba ma 'khrul pa la'ang
 gsum las I mtshan nyid ni ranggi mtshan nyid yod pa mthong ba'o 1 1.

 10 - See Dunne 2003, pp. 83-84, for the notion of causality as the touchstone of the
 real in Dharmakīrti's philosophy.

 1 1 - RT IV, p. 398: | yul la ji Itar gnas pa yi 1 1 stobs kyis dbang shes skyes pa na ' '
 med na mi 'byung nges pa'i phyir ' ' bio don phan tshun 'chol ba med ' | 4.

 1 2 - RT IV, p. 398: | mngon sum thams cad don bzhin snang ' ' gcig la tha dad snang
 ba med ' ' tha dad gcig tu snang mi srid ' ' snang bas 'jug la res 'jog med 1 1 3.

 13 - smrti visayasamjnãnvayãc cittavišesāt | (Pradhan 1975, 472.15).

 14 - The full passage here is presenting the hetu in a formal argument: "Reason: As
 to the reason [for the proof of concordance between the awareness and the
 object]: The essential nature (rang bzhin) reason is that where a substantial thing
 is indivisibly one, there are no two parts to appear and not appear. For example,
 seeing the Vaidürya jewel and seeing blue are indivisibly one substance, as are
 a pot's being a product and its impermanence." RT IV, p. 400: rtags dgod pa ni
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 I gang don ngo bo dbyer med kyi gcig yin pa de la snang mi snang cha gnyis
 med de ' baidürya mthong ba na sngon po mthong ba bzhin bum pài byas mi
 rtag kyang don ngo bo dbyer med kyi gcig yin no zhes bya ba rang bzhin gyi
 rtags so 1 1 .

 1 5 - RT IV, p. 404: byas pa dang mi rtag pa ngo bo gcig pa de don dam gyi gcig yin
 na mi srid la ļ kun rdzob kyi gcig yin na ma nges te zla ba i dkyil ykhor gyi yog
 snang la steng mi snang ba bzhin no zhe na | .

 1 6 - RT IV, p. 404: kun rdzob kyi gcig yin no | ļ deang yjig rten la grags pa zla ba am
 I bum pa gcig Ita bu ma yin gyi bstan bcos la grags pal skye mched kyi rdzas
 gcig yin no ||.

 1 7 - Gold 2007a.

 18 - la lar grags pa nyid grags par ' gyur bas . . . (cited ¡n Gold 2007a, p. 85).

 1 9 - RT, p. 1 59: don rang mtshan ni yul dus mam pa so sor nges pas mtha 9 yas payi
 phyir mig gis bita ba dang lus kyis reg ste ' 'di bum pa zhes ' chad pa po dang
 nyan pa pos brda gdags par mi nus so | ļ gal te nus su chug nayang phyis tha
 snyad kyi tshe bum pa yon cig ces brjod pa na dang po brda btags payi bum pa
 de yul dus mam pa 'chol bas mi rnyed de | "The thing in itself as an object is
 limitless in its determinate aspects of place and time - viewed by the eye, felt
 with the body - so it cannot be designated by the speaker and the hearer of the
 signifier 'this is a pot/ If it were possible, then later, when using the term, if one

 said 'Bring the poť one would never find it by looking at the aspects of space
 and time of that initially designated pot/'

 20 - Here I skip a number of side points in Sa-paņ's argument.

 21 - RT, p. 1 64: spy i sngar bkag pas med mod kyi yod du chug na'ang spy i mi gsal
 ba don byed mi nus pa la brda byas kyang gsal ba don byed nus payi bum pa
 rang gi mtshan nyid la ybrel pa med payi phir go bar mi nus pas spyi rkyang pa
 la brda sbyar ba dgos pa med do || "Since the generality has previously been
 refuted, it does not exist. But even if we accept it as existent, the generality is
 not an instance and is not able to perform a function. Although one may apply
 a sign to it, it has no connection to an instance that is a thing in itself - a pot
 which is capable of performing a function. So [the pot] is not capable of being
 understood [through the generality]. Therefore, there is no point to applying a
 sign to a mere generality/'

 22 - RT, p. 1 64: . . . bar der lam ston pa la sdong dum la ydri ba Itar mi dgos pa'i spyi
 bor la rang mtshan nyid la dngos su brda sbyor cig |. Sa-paņ is not staging here
 the fullness of Buddhist arguments against the Nyaya-Vaisesika theory of uni-
 versais. For a state-of-the-art collection of essays on those arguments and their
 development in Buddhist thought, see Siderits et al. 201 1 .

 23 - Sa-paņ later identifies the Srāvakas as SarpmitTyas.
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 24 - For a quick summary of Vasubandhu's treatment of nāma and sources on it, see
 Gold 2007a, pp. 44 ff. For an introduction to Vasubandhu's method, see Gold
 2011.

 25 - I will discuss conventions below, but for Sa-paņ's view of the act of "nam-
 ing" itself (that is, how words get assigned their meanings), see Gold 2007a,
 pp. 69-73.

 26 - Literally, "from a single side." RT, p. 1 65: l 'di gnyis don gcig pas phyogs geig tu
 dgag ste I .

 27 - RT, p. 1 65: don spy i' am mi Idan pa' i ' du byed la brda sbyar bas brda ma sbyar
 ba i bum pa i rang mtshan rtogs mi srid de bum pa zhes brjod pas ybrel med kyi
 ba lang mi rtogs pa bzhin no | .

 28 - RT, p. 1 66: | ' dra bas 'khrul na yul dang dus | | res 'ga' 'khrul gy i kun tu min ļ | ' di
 ni rtag tu 'khrul ' gyur bas | | 'dra ba' i sgo nas 'khrul pa min ļ ļ.

 29 - RT, p. 1 67: brda las go bya go byed yin ' ' brjod bya'i mtshan nyid brdas go bar
 bya ba yin la ' rjod byed ni don go bar byed pa' i brda' o | | .

 30 - See Dreyfus 1997, pp. 274 ff.; Kapstein 2000, pp. 89-97; and Gold 2007a,
 pp. 45-50, for further analysis of these four elements.

 31 - RT, p. 1 67: 'chad pa' i tshe . . . rnam par dbye pa shes nas gnas lugs la mkhas
 par 'gyur ro | 'jug pa'i tshe rang mtshan dang spyi so sor ma phye bar gcig tu
 'khrul pa la brda sbyar bas tha snyad kyi tshe don rang mtshan thob pa yin no |
 "When explaining, one discerns reality by understanding the divisions. . . .
 When using [language], without making a distinction between the generalities
 and the bare particulars, one mistakes them as one; when the application of
 signs [produces] a conventional designation, one is able to achieve the thing
 itself." See Gold 2007a, pp. 73-76, for further discussion of this passage.

 32 - RT, p. 1 69: 'khrul pa la sbyar bas rang mtshan go ba'i 'thad pa.

 33 - RT, p. 1 69: | 'khrul pa'i bag chags goms pa yis 1 1 brda yi dus na bsres nas sbyar
 1 1 tha snyad dus na'ang de Itar go 1 1 de phyir 'khrul yang bden pa 'thad ' ' thog
 ma med pa'i bag chags brtas pa la snang bar 'khrul pa'i shugs goms pa des brda' i
 dus na don rang mtshan dang spyi ma phye bar 'di bum pa zhes brda btags la
 phyis bum par chu blugs shig ces brjod pa na'ang rang mtshan gyi bum par chu
 Idugs sam don spyi'i bum par Idugs zhes mi ' dri bar 'jug yul don rang mtshan
 nyid go ba yin te ļ .

 34 - Philosophers with naturalist inclinations may still find this a compelling answer
 to the question of the origins of linguistic meaning, by taking karma here to refer
 to whatever conditions have brought us about as the kind of beings we are. One
 way to go would be to recast karma in terms of evolutionary natural history, ac-
 cording to which we are the recipients of the results of the "actions" of previous
 organisms. This is, of course, not Sa-paņ's intent; constructive work would need
 to be done before such a view could be made acceptable to Buddhists or natu-
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 ralists. My intent here is only to suggest that this is a potentially promising, un-
 charted route.

 35 - An unanswered question here is: if we all think and speak the same word
 "pot/' doesn't it have to be the case that there is really some similarity about
 all pots that makes us see them as the same? That is, surely they must share
 something, or else they would not be able to cause in all of us, repeatedly,
 the same concept "pot/' Dharmakīrti's brilliant answer is to analogize the con-
 cept to a disease that may be cured by different medicines. Sa-paņ emphasizes
 that while they function in similar ways, each concept "pot" is a mental event
 as a bare particular. So there is no need to account for a real similarity among
 them.

 36 - In contemporary Western philosophy a "causal theory of meaning" is a theory
 according to which a word gains its meaning through a causal chain extending
 back to its origin - classically, an event of naming (see Speaks 201 1 for sum-
 mary and sources). For Sa-paņ's view, the "causal" aspect of the theory of mean-
 ing describes not only the causal story of words and meanings, but also the
 conditioning stream that makes humans capable of using language in the first
 place. A proper karmie causal theory of meaning that takes into consideration
 its relevance to contemporary philosophy is beyond the scope of this essay.
 See Tzohar 2011 and Gold 2007b on how this Buddhist understanding of
 conceptual-linguistic causality explains the Yogãcâra theory of language as
 metaphorical (upacāra). See Siderits et al. 201 1 and Westerhoff 201 1 for recent
 attempts to put Buddhist nominalism in dialogue with contemporary Western
 theories.
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